
NATURAL POLISHER 
EXFOLIANT 
The skin cells undergo a natural process called 
cornification in which the skin cells migrate to 
the outermost frontier of the epidermal layer. 
Here they die and fill with keratin. Keratins are 
tough bundles of protein fiber. This creates the 
resilient epidermal barrier of the skin. 

TheThe skin naturally sheds away the dead cells 
from this barrier on the skin in a constant 
circulation of desquamation, commonly known as 
shedding.  However, the regulation of shedding 
isn’t always normal and excess dead cells can 
build up. Age, nutrition, the weather and genetics 
can all affect the rate and frequency of this cycle 
ofof exfoliation. This diminishes the quality of your 
skin’s appearance. 

WHAT IS EXFOLIATION? 
Exfoliation is the process of removal of the oldest 
dead skin cells that are present on the outermost 
surface of the skin. Exfoliation may be achieved 
chemically or mechanically. Mechanical exfoliation 
involves physically scrubbing away the epidermal 
layer. On the other hand, chemical exfoliants 
remove the dead cells of the skin with the help of 
chemicals that aid in chemicals that aid in cell turnover.

Exfoliation is the perfect intervention in order to 
regulate the desquamation cycle. The effectiveness 
of mechanical exfoliation is determined by the 
quality of the abrasive medium used and any 
supplemental nourishment that is provided to the 
skin. 



Savarnas Mantra Natural Polisher Exfoliant uses 
white Aluminum Oxide crystals that act as the 
scouring catalyst. These crystals are inert 
minerals that do not cause adverse or allergic 
reactions to the skin. They have low heat 
retention and are extremely fine, so they don’t 
rupture or damage healthy and living cells, yet 
areare still very adept at lifting dirt and dead cells. 
Aluminium Oxide crystals are used for 
microdermabrasion because of their abrasive 
texture. These crystals deeply exfoliate and 
resurface the skin, thereby giving the skin an all 
new fresh look!!

Furthermore, Red Tea Extract, Seaweed Extract 
and Hyaluronic Acid soothe the skin besides 
giving it anti-oxidant properties and moisture 
balancing benefits. In order to compensate from 
any moisture loss that occurs during the abrasive 
exfoliation action, these natural ingredients are 
carefully selected for your skin. 

Besides the active natural ingredients, we have also 
added a few preservatives to Savarnas Mantra 
Natural Polisher Exfoliant. These preservatives 
ensure a longer durability of the product. Some 
other ingredients used are Sodium Laureth Sulfate, 
Cocamidopropyl Betaine, Lauryl Glucoside, Glycerin, 
Butylene Glycol, Eriobotrya Japonica Extract, 
PhenPhenoxyethanol, Ethylhexylglycerin. 

HOW DOES SAVARNAS 
MANTRA NATURAL POLISHER 
EXFOLIANT WORK? 

OTHER INGREDIENTS 


